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Rapid development of basketball in Indonesia, especially in Surabaya and the emergence of many basketball-lovers communities and the held of many basketball leagues from the smallest until the biggest one, mark the increasing of interest of basketball. But the vessels to accommodate and to facilitate those activities are inadequate.

Surabaya Basketball Stadium is presented as the answer, to accommodate and to facilitate basketball lovers. The building presents not only as a sport building, but also as an educational facilities for people to gain more knowledge and to find out more about basketball. The educational facilities inside the building such as : mini reading room, wi-fi room, and hall of fame at the main hall.

Surabaya Basketball Stadium is expected to be one of the complete basketball facilities in Surabaya, from the sport side or from the educational one. For the long time, this building is expected to train national basketball regularly, and to improve Surabaya basketball achievements even Indonesia into International stage.